How-to ORCID

Objective

Learn about the importance of your ORCID profile and how-to fill it so it can be connected to the new DFG CV template.

Description

By 1 March 2023, the DFG did introduce a new obligatory CV for all applications. This online workshop presents the importance, chances & limits of ORCID profiles and how-to connect it to the new DFG CV template: present yourself and convince reviewers.

Methodology

- Webinar via Zoom
- Theory & Practical approach (see Conditions)
- Q & A Session

Conditions

Obligatory: Headphones, open camera, and a room without any disturbance or third persons.

Organizational Information

Language | English / Online
---|---
Target group | Postdocs (R2/R3), Junior Group Leaders and Junior Professors from all faculties
Date | Friday, 26 April 2024, 11:00 – 13:00
Registration | For registration click here

Susanne Matuschek
MATUSCHEK CONSULTING, St. Gallen / CH

- More than 20 years of experience in research funding with focus on Early Career Researchers
- More than 8 years at the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) responsible for two funding programs in Careers
- Member of the Steering Committees and Chair of European Working Groups on ‘Research Careers in Europe’
- Since 2010 own company with MATUSCHEK CONSULTING, active with: workshops, coaching and consulting

www.matuschek.ch